Steven G. Jackson Bio
Steven G. Jackson is a professional storyteller who writes thrillers, horror, and comedy, and has a long list of
published and produced novels, short stories, and stage plays. He often combines these genres in his stories.
His workshops on the craft of writing are always popular. An avid horror fan, he has a world-class collection
of vampire first editions. His Yellow Lab, Bear, is a mainstay in his novels, and acts as both muse and
inspiration.
He is the author of the highly-acclaimed thriller The Zeus Payload.
But, there’s more. Two horror novels, The Lamia, and its sequel, The Night Hag, are being readied for
publication. A fourth novel, The Lust Gambit, a conventional thriller, is also on tap.
Steven G. Jackson is a versatile writer. In addition to writing thriller novels and horror novels, he creates
comedies as one-act stage plays and short stories. Eleven of his plays have made it to the stage. Two of his
short stories have been selected for publication, and several others have won writing contests.
If you like your protagonists to be heroes, while fighting their own flaws and demons, you’ve come to the
right place. If you like your antagonists to be real people, and truly evil, you’ve come to the right place. If you
like to be entertained, with a writing voice that recognizes the levity in even the most dire of circumstances,
you’ve come to the right place.
Steven G. Jackson holds a Master of Professional Writing degree from the University of Southern California,
and lives with his wife and yellow lab “Bear” in Southern California. He also serves as Vice President of the
Southern California Writers Association.
He spent his first career as an engineering and technology director in the defense business at Hughes Aircraft
Company and Raytheon. When you read The Zeus Payload, you’ll find a techno-thriller that blends both sides
of his brain, leveraging a broad understanding of software, engineering, national defense, and the
intelligence services in his writing. Enough technology to be accurate and feasible, mixed with a storytelling
mastery that only a professional writer can create. You can find a directory of his writing on his website and
can see synopses of his novels and the complete product of shorter works.
His passion for fine dining and cooking is also evident with his Thriller Restaurants and Thriller Recipes
(located on the blog section of his website).
You can follow Steven G. Jackson on his website (StevenGJackson.com), his Facebook fan page, on LinkedIn,
or on his Amazon Author page.

